Collaboration
insights
Develop deeper understanding of your
work habits and create better connections
working remotely or in the office

From your collaboration preferences to meetings
you join and the network you build, collaboration
insights provide detailed, private intelligence to
individuals and teams to manage work-life balance,
carve out focus time, and develop stronger and
more effective working relationships.

Learn about collaboration insights

Personal insights
Promotes well-being in a hybrid work world
It can be hard to separate yourself from work,
especially when working from home. Personal
insights shows you your personal data so you can
reflect on how you are spending your time in
meetings, consider your collegues when you’re
scheduling meetings within quiet hours, and see how
your work-life balance can be improved. Your data
and insights are never shared with anyone else.

In addition to taking steps to improve your
well-being, you now can see who you connect with
the most. You can see the people you collaborate
with and who you met within the last few days.
Your connections are ranked, showing your top ten
collaborators for each week, going back 12 weeks.
By having this extra information regarding
your meeting habits and collaboration gaps, you
can set stronger goals for yourself to improve
key relationships.

Enable personal insights

Team insights
Improves team dynamics
As you work across organizations—outside of
your immediate department—you may struggle to
understand how relationships affect the overall
team dynamic. Team insights gives you insights into
teams you are part of, so you can break down silos
and collaborate more closely.
Team insights gives you insights into the
well-being and cohesion of the teams you are a
part of. All teams members can view the same
data—no private or individual information is shown.

Team insights highlights the best time to meet
as a team, trends outlining light, medium and
heavy workloads, and occurrences of
back-to-back meetings.
Team insights also provides insights into cohesion
for all team members to view and improve on
breaking down silos and looping in team mates that
may be on the fringes of the team communications.

Coming soon to Webex

Get more information about
collaboration insights
Learn more
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